Mono’s Helios Brews up a Storm

Mono Pumps Australia supplies the oldest brewery in Australia with the first Helios pump.

Set among the rolling hills of Mt Wellington in Hobart, Tasmania, Cascade Brewery is the oldest in Australia - continuously brewing since it first opened its doors in 1824.

Throughout its lifetime, Cascade has been involved in a variety of beverages from fruit juice through to cordials. But, the heart of the business has always remained with brewing "Genuine Beer".

Mr Peter Degraves, the founder of Cascade made a vow from the beginning that Cascade would brew the best beers, “beer that cannot be excelled in this colony" and to this day they continue to add to this challenge with the brewing of craft beers.

Beez Neez is one of these fine craft beers which requires adding honey to the premium beer blend – this is where Helios lends a hand. The Helios pump is used to move the honey from tanker to vessel located above it. The switch is flicked on the valves and the honey pumped from the holding vessel into the brewing line, added in accordance to the Beez Neez traditional recipe.

A recent upgrade to the production line saw the brewery achieve even greater output. The latest Helios Range installation has exceeded original output expectations and provides the opportunity for further expansion in the future. Great brands, in great partnership.
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